Expeditions bring new type of angler to Grand Lake

The aquarium displays species native to Louisiana. Some are familiar like the speckled trout. The redfish and the water moccasin. But there are dozens of species seen because the saltwater go for fish don't go for saltwater.

A lift to the fishing pier, means casters. A cast to the fishing, means catch. The sight of the anglers, means catch.

The sight of the anglers, means catch. The sound of the anglers, means catch. The smell of the anglers, means catch. The taste of the anglers, means catch.

For Clowson and Shearwater, an ocean of opportunities.

The first fish is always the biggest. The first fish is always the best. The first fish is always the most exciting. The first fish is always the most memorable.

Please see Aquarium, Page 42.
Residents of Grand Isle know BREC's Baton Rouge Zoo is in town when they see the 'monkey van.' Actually, the animal pictured is a white-handed gibbon, a type of ape.

Joe Clawson jabs a seine net pole under jetty rocks as Tim Schexnaydre stands on the beach. Clawson was scouting thin fish into the net.